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LIFE @LAW SCHOOL
Celebration of Constitution Day by signing MoU’s with NLUD and NLIU
26th November 2021

On 26th November, 2021, Vivekananda School of Law and Legal Studies (VSLLS),
Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies (VIPS) celebrated the Constitution Day. It
was a momentous occasion owing to the fact that VSLLS entered into Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with two more prestigious National Law Universities in the
country, National Law University, Delhi (NLU) and National Law Institute University,
Bhopal (NLIU). The event was live streamed on VIPS official Facebook page and guests
from all around the country became a part of this joyous occasion. The event was graced
with the presence of several dignitaries and luminaries from the field of law. Prof. (Dr.)
Sri Krishnadeva Rao, Vice Chancellor, NLU Delhi and Prof. (Dr.) V. Vijayakumar, Vice
Chancellor, NLIU Bhopal were the guests of honour for this occasion. The event
commenced with a traditional lamp lighting ceremony to seek the blessings of Maa
Saraswati in our endeavour. An enlightening opening address by Prof. (Dr.) R. Venkata
Rao, Chairperson, VSLLS & VSES, was followed by a motivating and emphatic speech
delivered by Shri Suneet Vats, Vice-Chairman, VIPS. The Presidential address was
delivered by Dr. S. C. Vats, Chairman and the founder of VIPS, after which Dean, VSLLS,
Prof. Rashmi Salpekar proposed the vote of thanks to the invited guests. The event was
concluded with the recital of the National Anthem. The event was coordinated by Dr.
Tushita Sharma and Ms. Honey Sharma.
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Faculty Forum Lecture-IX
8th November 2021
Vivekananda School of Law &
Legal Studies organized the Tenth
Faculty Forum Lecture on 8th
November 2021. The lectures are
an exercise to achieve the goal of
“peer learning.” Dr. Aditi Mann,
Assistant Professor, VSLLS, VIPS
presented
on
the
topic
‘Conservation
through
Legislation’. Dr. Mann traced the
journey of legislative reforms
which were introduced since the colonial times to preserve the heritage from being lost.
All Faculty members of VSLLS, VIPS
were present and participated in the
discussion, inputs were given by the
Prof. R Venkata Rao, Chairperson, Prof.
T V Subba Rao, Professor Emeritus,
Suggestions were also added by, Prof.
Rashmi Salpekar, Dean, VSLLS, Prof.
Shilpa
Khatri
Babbar,
Director
(Academics).
The
lecture
was
coordinated by Dr. Namrata Arora.
Assistant Professor, VSLLS, VIPS
coordinated this faculty forum lecture.
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SCC Online and Westlaw Online Training Programme
15th & 17th November, 2021

The Library Committee of Vivekananda School of Law and Legal Studies coordinated a
virtual training session on "How to do online legal research” using SCC Online on 15th
November, 2021. This was followed by another training session on 17th November, 2021
to understand the intricacies of Westlaw. The students were briefed on how they can to
do online legal research on the two web based services. Dr.. J Ravindran, Dr. Neelam
Chawla and Mr. Sarvesh coordinated the events.
International Students’ Day Celebration
17th November 2021

To celebrate the occasion of the International Students’ Day on 17th November 2021, the
subject group of Legal English and Communication Skills, Vivekananda School of Law and
Legal Studies, Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies, New Delhi, enacted a play
for semester I based on the text The Trial of Bhagat Singh prescribed in their syllabus.
Under the mentorship of the subject teachers of the respective sections, Dr. Amarnath
Kumar, Dr. Aditi Mann,Dr. Barnali Saha and Dr. Rumi Roy, the first year students of BALLB
and BBALLB enacted the play. The participants from the different sections used ample
creativity in the use of music, tonal variation, setting, costume to make their adaption of
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the momentous text concerning the trial of Bhagat Singh. The various roles performed by
the students include the characters of Batukeshwar Dutt, Jalauddin, Bijoy Kumar,
Magistrate, Editor, Aftab Ahmad, Court narrator, Dhuni Chand, Constable Ibrahim, Bhagat
Singh, Kapur, Jai Gopal, Prem Dutt, Lala F. Chand, S.C. Bose and commoner, Desraj. The
students recorded the online performances and forwarded the recordings to their
respective teachers along with the attendance record. The recorded videos (live
recording and Teams Meet recordings) were subsequently forwarded to Dr.
Amarnath Kumar for the selection of three best performances. Dr. Anshu Gagal, Assistant
Professor, VSES, assisted in the selection process of the winning performances. Each
participating team was awarded marks by Dr. Anshu Gagal out of ten. Prof.(Dr) Rashmi
Salpekar Dean, VSLLS offered her congratulations to the participants for their hard work
and efforts. Dr. Rumi Roy, Convener, Subject group- Legal English & Communication Skills
offered her gratitude to the Faculty members for motivating and guiding the students for
making the event a success despite the challenges encountered.
11th Intra Mock Trial Competition
22nd -23rd November 2021

Advocate’s Legion, the Moot Court Committee of Vivekananda School of Law and Legal
Studies, VIPS, organized the 11th edition of Intra Mock Trial Competition on 22nd -23rd
November 2021. The Mock problem focused on assessing the ability of the participants
to successfully conduct cross examinations in the allotted time and to elicit favorable
facts from the witnesses. The Practising advocates with knowledge in this specific legal
arena were invited to judge the Competition. Ms. Sonakshi Aggarwal (T-26) was
declared Best Counsel, Mr. Akshat Jain (T-07) won Runner Up, Mr Raaghav Chabbra (P2) won Best Prosecution Witness and Ms. Shivastuti (D-8) won Best Defense Witness.
This event was coordinated by Dr. Sushila Sharma (Faculty Convener of Advocates’
Legion) , Ms. Lovleen Sharma (Event Convener) and Ms. Samriti Verma (Event Coconvener) along with student’s team comprising of Ms. Janhvi Nautiyal (Student
Convener and Executive Member of Advocates’ Legion) , Ms. Ishita Kaushal, Ms. Kashish
Gulati and Mr. Adit Grover.
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Special Lecture By Dr P P K Ramacharyulu, Advisor, Rajya Sabha Secretariat
25th November 2021

A special lecture on “Working of Indian Parliament” was organized by Vivekananda
School of Law and Legal Studies on 25th November, 2021. Dr. P.P.K. Ramcharyulu,
Advisor, Rajya Sabha Secretariat was invited as Chief Guest for the lecture, who discussed
in detail the functioning of the Indian Parliament. He joined the Secretariat in 1983 after
serving in the Lok Sabha Secretariat for some time. He has more than 40 years hands-on
experience in dealing with various aspects of the functioning of the Parliament. As
Secretary of Rajya Sabha, he was instrumental in establishing a practice for the office of
the Chairman that aims to encourage the members in the Council of States to correspond
in their official dealings in their own mother tongue. This practice became extremely
popular and is still prevalent amongst the members of the Upper House. The lecture
commenced with the welcome address by Prof. R. Venkata Rao, Chairperson, VSLLS &
VSES, VIPS, followed by opening remarks by Prof. T.V.Subba Rao, Professor Emeritus,
VSLLS, VIPS. In the lecture Dr. Ramacharyulu explained the composition of Parliament,
legislative, executive and financial functions of the parliament and also threw light on
parliamentary committees, impeachment procedure, Anti defection laws and voting
system. The closing remarks was given by Dr. J.Ravindran, Associate Dean, VSLLS, VIPS
followed by vote of thanks by Prof. (Dr.) Rashmi Salpekar, Dean, VSLLS, VIPS.
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Constitution Day 2021- Reading of the Preamble
26th November, 2021

The Legal Aid Centre of Vivekananda School of Law and Legal Studies, VIPS in
collaboration with the North-West District Legal Services Authority conducted a
celebratory session on 26th November 2021 on the occasion of the 72nd Constitution Day
of India. The event took place virtually under the guidance of the resource person, Sh.
Rahul Verma, Legal Aid Counsel, North West District Legal Services Authority. He
addressed the participants and highlighted the significance of the Indian Constitution,
explaining that one cannot become a successful lawyer or a judge without infusing the
soul of the Constitution, i.e., the Preamble in one’s heart. He also discussed about the
tussle between social and constitutional morality, and how the judiciary has correctly
identified the importance of constitutional morality over social morality in a plethora of
cases. To mark respect to the law of the land, everyone present in the meeting recited the
Preamble of the Constitution of India.
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National Workshop on Trademarks Law and Contemporary Issues in the memory
of Prof. Neeru Nakra
27th - 28th November 2021

The Centre for Intellectual Property Rights hosted the 2nd VIPS IPR National Virtual
Workshop on the “Trademarks Law and Contemporary Issues” on 27th – 28th November,
2021. The event was organised in the memory of Prof. (Dr.) Neeru Nakra who left for her
heavenly abode in April, 2021. Prof. Nakra had been at VIPS since 2006 before her
untimely demise. Prof. R. Venkata Rao, Chaiperson, VSLLS and VSIT welcomed the guests
and set the tone of the workshop. The Workshop was then inaugurated by the Hon’ble
Chief Guest, Justice Pratibha M. Singh, Judge, High Court of Delhi, who explained about the
challenges/ contemporary issues that currently have developed in the Trademark
Jurisprudence and the emerging Effective Remedies. The 1st Technical Session was
conducted by Prof. Ashlyn J. Lembree, Director, Intellectual Property and Transactional
Clinic, University of New Hampshire Franklin Pierce School of Law on Evolution &
Progress in Trademark Law: A Comparative View which discussed important topics such
as how trademarks are the driver of commerce, purpose of trademark, User Rights and
Registration Rights in the United States as well as under the WIPO TRIPS agreement and
how it connects with the Indian Trademark rights. The 2nd Technical Session was held by
Dr. Sunanda Bharti, Associate Professor, Law Centre- I, Faculty of Law, Delhi University
on Jurisprudential Architecture of Trademark. The session covered registration of
trademark and related issues. The 3rd Technical Session was delivered by Mr. Ranjan
Narula, Managing Partner, RNA, Technology and IP Attorneys on Trademark in Digital
Era. Mr. Narula elaborated upon the four broad topics – Counterfeit goods on eCommerce,
Domain names, Jobs Scams, and Data Privacy. The 4th Technical session was presided over
by Prof. Dr. Alka Chawla, Professor-in-Charge, Campus Law Centre, Delhi University on
Contemporary Issues & Developments in Trademark Law. Dr. Chawla elaborated on the
development of Trademark Law in India wherein she discussed the origin of marks and
its evolution thereafter. Prof. T.V. Subba Rao, Professor Emeritus, VSLLS, Prof. Rashmi
Salpekar, Dean, VSLLS, Dr. J. Ravindran, Associate Dean, VSLLS, faculty members and
students were present in all the sessions. At the conclusion of the Workshop, Dr. Deepali
Vashist, Faculty Convener, delivered the vote of thanks to all the distinguished
dignitaries. The event was well coordinated by Dr. Nipun Gupta, Ms. Anchal Mittal, Mr.
Abhinav Singh along with student team comprising of Prableen, Prabvani, Anusha,
Mannat, Apoorva, Nitya Prabhakar, Nitya Tandon, Sakshi and Punyam.
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STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS
VSLLS Student won the Prize of Best Three in Avlokan

Ms. Tavleen Kaur, BBA LLB Semester I, has won the prize of best three in the Avlokan
competition organised by the Vivekananda School of Journalism and Mass
Communication, VIPS, New Delhi.
VSLLS Student adjudged as the “Best Speaker” in the Intra-College Debate
Competition organized by VSJMC
Ms. Dishaa Arora, Semester III, was adjudged as the “Best Speaker” in the intra college
debate competition organized by Manthan, the debating society of VSJMC on November
12, 2021.
PUBLICATION(S)
Ms. Mehak, Semester III, has published her research article titled “Breastfeeding publicly:
Taboo or a Fundamental right” in the iPleaders blog.

ALUMNI NEWS
VSLLS Student Placed as Legal Associate at Lalji Advocates
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FACULTY NEWS
Prof. (Dr.) Venkata Rao, Chairperson, VSLLS and VSIT, VIPS delivered a lecture as a
Resource Person on “Teachers as Role Models and Mentors” at the Faculty Development
Programme organised by K.L.E College of Law, Navi Mumbai on 24th November, 2021. On
26th November, 2021, which is celebrated as the Constitution Day in India, Prof. Rao gave
keynote addresses/lectures in the Delhi University Campus Law Centre-I, Delhi, NEHU,
Shillong, Oil India Ltd., Raipur and IISER, Berhampur, Orissa. The lectures were delivered
on the themes of “Technology, Globalisation and Constitutionalism”, “The Significance of
the Constitution of India,” “The Epoch Making Journey of the Constitution of India” and
“The Constitution of India- what it means and what it signifies,” respectively.
Prof. (Dr.) Subba Rao, Emeritus Professor, VSLLS, VIPS delivered a lecture on 25th
November, 2021 on the theme “Indian Constitution- A Living Document” at the Himachal
Pradesh National Law University, Shimla. Further, on 26th November, 2021, Prof. Rao
delivered a lecture on the same theme at the Azadi Amrut Mahotsav organised by the
Indian Law Institute, Delhi.
Prof. (Dr.) Rashmi Salpekar, Dean & Professor of International Law, VSLLS has won the
election for the post of Executive Member at the Indian Society of International Law, New
Delhi. The elections were conducted on 20th November, 2021. The Indian Society of
International Law is a premier national institution for teaching, research and promotion
of international law which was established in 1959.
Dr. Anchal Mittal has been awarded her Doctorate from the Faculty of
Law, University of Delhi. Her thesis titled “Legal Regulation of
Advertising in India” was a research primarily focusing on the analyse
the need for cogent and structured regulations for advertising.
Prof. (Dr.) Shilpa Khatri Babbar has participated in the NPTEL E-Awareness Workshop
on November 20, 2021. Prior to this, Prof. Babbar participated in a three-day national
workshop on “Interdisciplinary Research Approaches and Methodology” organized by
the MMMSC Law College, Pune and the Gujarat National Law University, Gandhinagar
from 22nd-24th October, 2021.
Ms. Insha Goyal Vats has participated in the 2nd VIPS IPR National Virtual Workshop on
Trademarks Law and Contemporary Issues on 27th-28th November 2021, hosted by
Centre for Intellectual Property Rights, Vivekananda School of Law and Legal Studies,
Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies. Prior to this, Ms. Vats completed a Fourweek induction/ Orientation Program for “Faculties in Universities/ Colleges/ Institutes
of Higher Education” from 19th Oct 2021- 18th November 2021 organised by the Teaching
Learning Centre, Ramanujan College, the University of Delhi under the aegis of Ministry
of Education, Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya national mission on teachers & teaching.
Dr. Narender Kumar, presented a paper titled ‘Impact of Digitalization on Legal
Education in India’, in the International Conference on ‘Legal prospects and Challenges of
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a Globalized and Digitalized World: An International Perspective organized by Amity Law
School, Amity University, Haryana on 26th and 27th November 2021.
Dr. Payal Jain has published a paper titled “A Catastrophic Approach in Implementation
of Sustainable Development Goals: An Emerging Trend”, in Lex Terra: NLUJAs’ EnviroLegal Webzine ISSN no. 2455-0965 Issue 36. Dr. Jain has also been awarded the Legal
Awareness Award 2021 on 10th November by Bhagidari Jan Sahyog Samiti, New Delhi.
Dr. Prakash Sharma has written a book review titled “P.P. Mitra, An Introduction to
Animal Laws in India” in the CNLU Law Journal.
Ms. Richa Srivastava has contributed a paper titled “Constitutional validity of Relaxation
of Labour Laws in Covid Era' in the conference 'Dimensions of Democracy” organised by
Pravin Gandhi College of Law, Mumbai. The conference proceedings have been published
with the title 'Dimensions of Democracy' with ISBN 978-93-91044-09-1. Ms. Srivastava
also participated in the awareness E-Workshop of NPTEL organised on 30th November
2021.
Ms. Samriti has published a research Paper published titled “Efficacy of Victim Impact
Statement in Indian Criminal Justice System in the light of International Experiences” coauthored with Mr. Anuj Kumar Tiwari in the VIPS Student Law Review, August 2021, Vol
3 Issue 1, 23-35, ISSN 2582-0311 (Print), ISSN 2582-0303 (Online).
Ms. Sonia Maan, presented a paper titled ‘Cryptocurrencies and Legal Challenges’, in the
International Conference on ‘Legal prospects and Challenges of a Globalized and
Digitalized World: An International Perspective organized by Amity Law School, Amity
University, Haryana on 26th and 27th November 2021.
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THINKING BOX
Full text of the speech delivered by Hon’ble CJI Shri Justice N V Ramana at the
Inaugural Ceremony of the Constitution Day celebration organized by the Registry
of the Supreme Court of India

Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi 26 November, 2021
“WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA”, gifted ourselves the Constitution 72 years ago, to run our
Republic as a liberal constitutional democracy. After intense and illuminating debates
spread over nearly three years, the Constituent Assembly adopted the Constitution on
this day in the year 1949. This is an occasion to recall the sacrifices made by countless
patriots in India’s freedom struggle. I feel privileged and honored to stand here and pay
tribute to the freedom fighters who liberated us from colonial bondage. The struggle for
freedom was aimed at emancipation, not merely political - but social and economic as
well.
I bow to the memory of the members of the Constituent Assembly who selflessly worked
day and night to present to the world one of the most modern, progressive, and scientific
documents of the 20th century. I am proud that most of those who contributed to the
framing of our Constitution belonged to the legal fraternity. They were also in the
forefront of the freedom struggle. Today, I am reminded of the words spoken by Baba
Saheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar on the 25th of November, 1949 in the Constituent Assembly
while moving the motion for adoption of the Draft Constitution, and I quote:
“... however good a Constitution may be, it is sure to turn out bad because
those who are called to work it
happen to be a bad lot.
However bad a Constitution may be,
it may turn out to be good
if those who are called to work it
happen to be a good lot.”
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At a macro level, our experience so far reassures us that the Constitution and the
institutions have been in safe hands. It is on the strength of the Constitution alone that
we have reached great heights in various fields. The nation has made great strides in
diverse fields such as space technology, information technology, pharma, and energy. We
are self-sufficient in food grain production. Infant mortality rate, life expectancy and
other indicators suggest our enhanced standing globally.
Today, India is among the major vaccine producers that support immunisation
programmes world over. We are among the leading exporters of vaccines, medicines,
software, and many other products. It is a matter of pride that persons with roots in India
are leading various international institutions of repute. I salute each one of those who
made this nation progress.
I would like to take this opportunity to share a few of my thoughts with you. The framers
of the Constitution made accountability an integral element with respect to the
Legislature and Executive. However, they consciously decided to keep the Judiciary on a
different pedestal. They trusted the competence of the men and women who would adorn
the Bench, in upholding the Constitution.
Looking back, I can proudly claim that, as an institution, the Judiciary has lived up to the
faith reposed in it by the Constituent Assembly. The fact that the Indian Judiciary
continues to be the last hope for those in distress, suggests that it is on the right track. For
this, I give full credit to my colleagues on the Bench- present and past, the members of
the Bar and the Registry.
The commitment made in the Preamble of the Constitution to secure social, economic,
and political justice to all the citizens, imposes a sacred duty upon the State as a whole.
The general perception is that securing justice is the responsibility of the Judiciary alone.
This is not correct. To the contrary, it is all the three organs of the State which are
responsible for upholding this commitment to secure justice. All the three organs are
repositories of Constitutional trust. While the judiciary is the “guardian of the
Constitution”, its role and scope of action is ultimately limited by the very nature of the
judicial process. The Executive and the Legislature must work in conjunction with the
Judiciary to ensure complete justice as envisaged under the Constitution. Any deviation
by the Legislature or Executive from the path prescribed by the Constitution will only
lead to additional burden on the Judiciary.
The Laxman Rekha drawn by the Constitution is sacrosanct. But, there are times when
Courts are compelled to pay attention to unresolved grievances, in the interest of justice.
The intention behind such limited judicial interventions is to nudge the executive, and
not to usurp its role.
The Constitutional obligation and duty of the judiciary to intervene needs to be
appreciated in this context. Attempts to project such interventions and constructive
observations as the targeting of one institution by another, are totally misplaced. If
encouraged, such attempts will prove to be detrimental to the health of democracy.
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Misgivings about the constitutional scheme are mainly due to a lack of Constitutional
literacy among even the well-informed sections of society. Despite it being the document
that decides their destiny, the vast majority of our population is oblivious to its relevance
and importance. There is an urgent need to launch a massive drive to raise awareness
about the Constitution- the rights and duties of citizens, as well as the roles of other coordinate branches of the State.
I am glad to learn that the Government of India launched a video series yesterday aimed
at educating children about the Constitution. To take it to the larger population, more
such materials need to be made available in all the Indian languages.
A healthy democracy is known by its dynamic institutions. Every dynamic public
institution needs to constantly evolve and innovate in order to keep pace with changing
times. The Indian Judiciary is no exception to this. The Supreme Court of India must be
on its toes, and its innovative best, to meet the challenges.
A comparison is often sought to be drawn between the judiciary of 1950s and the presentday judiciary. It is unfair to do so. Since the Constitution came into effect, it has undergone
changes 105 times through Amendments. This dynamic document can evolve in tune with
the times. It is only logical that the judiciary moved beyond the restrictive Constitutional
philosophy of its formative days. What we are witnessing now is a totally transformed
judiciary. This enrichment brought about during the last 7 decades is due to a more
informed citizenry, the rise in expectations of the people, and increasing challenges of a
diverse nature faced by society.
One notable outcome of this enrichment is the idea of Public Interest Litigation. I am not
sure if anywhere else in the world a simple letter written by a common man receives
judicial attention of the highest order. Yes, it is sometimes ridiculed as ‘Publicity Interest
Litigation’ due to occasional misuse. We must be ever vigilant to discourage motivated
PILs. At the same time, we must also acknowledge the enormous public good achieved
through such progressive expansion of Constitutional Jurisprudence.
But the same judiciary which offers solutions based on a mere post card, paradoxically,
struggles for years to take regular litigations to their logical conclusion due to various
complex reasons. The question is, how to address the issue of protracted litigations and
pendency which is agitating the minds of the citizenry.
As far as pendency in the Supreme Court is concerned, we have initiated steps to reduce
it by harnessing technology. Pendency in lower judiciary is particularly alarming. It calls
for a multi-pronged approach involving all the stakeholders. The solutions that we could
think of are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Filling up existing vacancies of judicial officers
Creation of more and more posts
Filling up vacancies of Public Prosecutors, Government Pleaders and Standing Counsel
Creation of necessary infrastructure
Sensitising the police and the executive about the need to cooperate in Court proceedings
Deployment of modern technological tools
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Infrastructure development is proving to be a difficult task. I must acknowledge that the
Union Government has been making reasonable budgetary allocation through its
Centrally Sponsored Scheme for this purpose. But, due to non-availability of matching
grants by some States, the budget allocated remains underutilized. I feel the situation
calls for the creation of special purpose vehicles, namely National and State Judicial
Infrastructure Authorities in the lines of NALSA and SLSAs. This will help us make
optimum use of available funds and standardize infrastructure development under one
roof. The Government of India can follow the model implemented for modernisation of
police stations across the country. The new Court complexes should be able to deploy
modern technological tools to accelerate justice delivery. For this, modern equipment
with video conferencing facilities and high-speed networks are essential. The ECommittee headed by Brother Justice Chandrachud and the Committee on Artificial
Intelligence chaired by Brother Justice Nageswara Rao are doing a stellar job in this
direction. I beseech the Hon’ble Prime Minister to strengthen our efforts in building
state-of-the-art Court complexes for the lower judiciary.
An area of grave concern for the judiciary is the increasing attacks on Judges. Physical
attacks on judicial officers are on the rise. Then there are attacks on the judiciary in the
media, particularly social media. These attacks appear to be sponsored and synchronised.
The law enforcing agencies, particularly the Central agencies, need to deal with such
malicious attacks effectively. The Governments are expected to create a secure
environment so that the judges and judicial officers can function fearlessly.
My experience as a legal professional in different roles is what prompted me to call for
“Indianisation of the Judiciary”. I am using the term “Indianisation” to refer to a wide
range of reforms that our judicial system requires. The judicial system, as it exists in our
country today, is essentially still colonial in nature. It takes no account of the social
realities or the local conditions.
The procedures followed, the language of arguments and judgments, and the high costs
involved are all contributing to alienate the common man from the judicial system. People
should feel confident in approaching the Courts. Only when litigants get a chance to
directly participate, their faith in the process and outcome will be reinforced.
There is therefore a pressing need to simplify the entire process- by removing avoidable
procedural barriers and ensuring greater use of the local language.
Going back to the issue of vacancies, recently, we have witnessed many appointments in
the higher judiciary being cleared by the Government. It is very heartening to note that
the number of vacancies in the Apex Court is reduced to just one. Now, there are four
women Judges in the Supreme Court for the first time. I hope to see this number grow
further. My Brothers in the Collegia worked overtime to facilitate filling up of vacancies
across the High Courts as well. This is an ongoing exercise, and I am sure vacancies will
be reduced to the bare minimum soon. I look forward to the continued cooperation of the
Government.
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The Hon’ble Prime Minister was kind enough to lend his support to the legal awareness
mission which was led by NALSA under the dynamic leadership of my Brother Justice U.U.
Lalit. I also thank the Prime Minister for taking out time for this event today. Within a
span of two weeks, the Hon’ble Prime Minister graciously came forward to host my
Brothers and Sisters from the Supreme Court and across the country, not once but twice.
Having a Law Minister who understands the functioning of the Constitutional system is
highly appreciated. His cooperation with the legal fraternity and the judiciary is
invaluable. We, the judges, are also citizens of this great country. We too have dreams and
aspirations to be part of a society which is recognised world over as inclusive, modern,
prosperous and progressive.
The great Telugu poet Gurajada Appa Rao garu said: “Deshamante matti kaadoy,
deshamante manushuloy”. I remember the Hon’ble Prime Minister himself quoting this. It
means, ‘A country is not defined by territorial boundaries. A country is defined by its
people’. The judiciary has a duty towards the people. On this day, I do not think there is
any more patriotic act for the judiciary, than re-dedicating itself to uphold the
Constitution in the interest of ‘WE, THE PEOPLE’.
Thank you.
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DOMESTIC LAW NEWS
Delhi HC seeks response on school headmistress’ plea
The Delhi High Court has issued notice to a school in the capital, on plea of a headmistress
who alleged that she was being harassed by the school management for refusing to pay
₹70,000 as donation towards Ram Mandir construction in Ayodhya. Justice Kameswar
Rao also issued notices to Rao Mehar Chand Saraswati Vidya Mandir School in Bhalaswa
here and Samarth Shiksha Samiti, the society which runs the school, on the plea by
headmistress Ms. Hema Bajaj. The High Court will hear the case again on December 17.
In her petition, Ms. Bajaj claimed that the target to collect or contribute ₹70,000 to
₹1,00,000 for the purpose of construction of Ram Mandir in Ayodhya has been given by
the school management in February this year. The petition filed through advocate
Khagesh B. Jha stated for this purpose the staff has been asked to convince students or
their parents to contribute or to visit the market places for donation from shopkeepers
or the general public.
Set up Police Complaints Authorities, NHRC tells Union Home Ministry, States
Fifteen years after the Supreme Court had issued directions for police reforms, the
National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) has asked the Union Ministry of Home
Affairs and the State Governments to set up Police Complaints Authorities as per the
judgment in Prakash Singh vs. Union of India, 2006. The NHRC’s core advisory group on
criminal justice system reforms has said there is an “immediate need to set up police
complaints authorities at the State/UT and district level” as per the Supreme Court’s
directives, according to the minutes of its meeting published on Tuesday. The core group,
which met on August 18, recommended to the MHA and the States that the status of
compliance should be displayed on the websites of the Ministry and the State Home
Departments. The NHRC group also said the MHA and the Law Ministry should consider
implementing the recommendations of the 113th report of the Law Commission to add
Section 114 B to the Indian Evidence Act. This would ensure that in case a person sustains
injuries in police custody, it is presumed that the injuries were inflicted by the police and
the burden of proof to explain the injury lies on the authority concerned. The core group
also recommended making the legal framework technology-friendly to speed up the
criminal justice system. “Presently the legal framework is not suitable for adoption of
technology in the criminal justice system,” the minutes said.
‘Procedural delay of bail unacceptable’
Delay in releasing undertrials from jail merely because the court order granting them bail
has not been either received or processed on time by jail authorities is a travesty of
justice, Justice D.Y. Chandrachud has said. Justice Chandrachud was speaking at the einauguration of virtual courts and the e-Sewa Kendra at the Allahabad High Court and the
district court. He also highlighted the problem of huge pendency in the lower courts. The
Supreme Court judge said the issue has to be addressed on a war-footing. “This touches
upon the human liberty of every undertrial,”he said. Mr.Chandrachud referred to an
initiative of the “e-custody certificate” launched by Orissa High Court Chief Justice S.
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Muralidhar. The certificate would electronically contain the details of an undertrial and
would immediately convey the information to grant bail to the prison authorities and
thus speed up the process.
Dacoity: display of a deadly weapon essential for conviction, says Supreme Court
The Supreme Court has held that possession and display of a deadly weapon to strike
terror in the hearts of victims is essential to convict a person of dacoity with intention to
murder. A Bench of Justices D.Y. Chandrachud and M.R. Shah was interpreting Section
397 (robbery/dacoity with attempt to cause death or grievous hurt) of the IPC. The
judgment pertained to an appeal filed by a man who claimed he did not have a deadly
weapon in his hands during an attempted robbery. Section 397 is a heinous offence and
attracts punishment of not less than seven years.
In his judgment for the Bench, setting aside the charge of Section 397 against the man,
Justice Shah observed that a person is not an offender under the provision unless he or
she uses a deadly weapon. Secondly, to meet the requirements of the provision, the victim
should have noticed the weapon and been terrified of the possibility that it would be used
on him or her. “When the offence of robbery is committed by an offender being armed
with a deadly weapon which was within the vision of the victim so as to be capable of
creating a terror in his mind, the offender must be deemed to have used that deadly
weapon in the commission of the robbery.”
The court clarified that an accused who has not used any deadly weapon at the time of
committing robbery cannot be convicted under Section 397 IPC. “The term ‘offender’ is
confined to the offender who uses any deadly weapon to attract Section 397 IPC,” Justice
Shah said. Section 397 IPC is attracted only against the particular accused who uses the
deadly weapon or does any of the acts mentioned in the provision. The other accused
persons are not vicariously liable under that Section for acts of the co-accused, the court
noted. It said dacoity is an ‘exaggerated’ robbery. To make a robbery a dacoity, the
number of persons committing the crime should be five or more.
“Only in a case where five or more than five persons commit or attempt to commit a
robbery it would be dacoity. It is submitted that it is more of an aggravated form of
robbery and generally the robber is armed with deadly weapons,” the judgment said.
Case delay: Madras HC apologises to Supreme Court
The Madras High Court has apologised to the Supreme Court for taking six years to
dispose of a writ petition filed by an Indian Police Service (IPS) officer accused of
extorting ₹3 crore from a woman involved in an economic offence and not keeping up the
hope and trust that the apex court had reposed on the High Court in 2015 by expecting it
to dispose of the case at the earliest. Dismissing the writ petition now, Justice C.V.
Karthikeyan wrote: “I must append a note of apology. The High Court had not kept up the
hope and trust of the honourable Supreme Court. The matter was heard in full after more
than six years (since the Supreme Court had directed the High Court to take a relook into
the matter) and the controversy is hopefully disposed of by this order.”
The judge pointed out that the petitioner Pramod Kumar was serving as Inspector
General of Police (West Zone) in 2009 when a case was booked by Tirupur Central Crime
Branch against three directors of Pazee Forex Trading India Private Limited. They were
accused of accepting deposits worth crores from the public by promising attractive
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returns. Subsequently, one of the directors Kamalavali Arumugam went missing on
December 8, 2009 and a woman missing case was booked at Tirupur North Police Station.
The woman surfaced on December 11, 2009 and she claimed to the police that she was
abducted by unknown persons. However, on further inquiry, the woman accused
Inspector of Police V. Mohan Raj of having demanded ₹3 crore from her for not taking
action against her in the economic offence case. She also claimed to have enacted a drama
of getting abducted and told the police that she had already paid ₹2.95 crore since she
was subjected to threats and harassment. Thereafter, the woman missing case was
altered into a case of extortion. During interrogation, the Inspector reportedly told the
sleuths that he got involved into the issue only on the instructions of the then IG (west
zone).
CB-CID issued summons to the IG and questioned him. Meanwhile, disposing of a criminal
petition filed by the investors of Pazee, the High Court transferred the investigation in the
economic offences case as well as the extortion case to the Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI) since they were connected. The CBI arrested the IG on May 2, 2012. He filed a writ
petition in August 2012 to restrain the CBI from investigating the case since it had not
obtained prior sanction from the Centre to prosecute him. A single judge dismissed the
writ petition on December 5, 2012. A writ appeal was also dismissed by a Division Bench
of the High Court on April 29, 2013. However, when the matter was taken on further
appeal, the Supreme Court on March 17, 2015 remanded the writ petition to the High
Court for a fresh hearing. In the meantime, the CBI filed final reports before two different
special courts in the economic offence case as well as the extortion case. While the trial
had commenced in the economic offence case, the extortion case was kept in suspended
animation due to Supreme Court orders. Dismissing the 2012 writ petition once again
after a full fledged hearing, Justice Karthikeyan directed the special court for CBI cases to
proceed since prima facie materials were available against the accused.
SC nod for elevation of Saurabh Kirpal as Delhi HC judge
The Supreme Court Collegium led by Chief Justice N.V. Ramana has approved the proposal
for elevating senior advocate Saurabh Kirpal as a judge in the Delhi High Court. Mr. Kirpal,
one of the lawyers whose efforts in the Supreme Court has led to the decriminalisation of
homosexuality, is gay. The recommendation is a recognition of his prowess as a lawyer
adept in constitutional and business laws. The stamp of approval is a historic turning
point for the LGBTQ community in their fight to be seen and treated as equal citizens. The
Delhi High Court collegium had reportedly recommended Mr. Kirpal’s name for High
Court judgeship on October 13, 2017. His file was received by the apex court collegium
on July 2, 2018.
The collegium had considered and deferred its decision on September 4 of 2018, January
16 and April 1 in 2019 and March 2 this year. The Government had raised several
objections. In an interview to a news website, Mr. Kirpal had voiced his doubts whether
his elevation may have been stalled because of his sexual orientation. Earlier this year,
Chief Justice Ramana’s predecessor, Chief Justice S.A. Bobde, had reportedly asked the
Government to clarify its stand on Mr. Kirpal. The Supreme Court collegium seems to have
finally decided to take the initiative in favour of Mr. Kirpal. “The Supreme Court Collegium
in its meeting held on November 11, 2021 has approved the proposal for elevation of Shri
Saurabh Kirpal, advocate, as judge in the Delhi High Court,” the short note said. Mr. Kirpal
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is a graduate of St-Stephens’ College in Delhi and had read law at the Oxford University
and done his Masters in Law from the Cambridge University. He began his practice in the
Supreme Court after a stint with the United Nations.
The Collegium has also made a series of reiterations of its earlier recommendations to the
Government. These include recommendations to elevate four more advocates —Tara
Vitasta Ganju, Anish Dayal, Amit Sharma and Mini Pushkarna — as Delhi High Court
judges.. It has also reiterated its recommendations to elevate three judicial officers —
Ananya Bandyopadhyay, Rai Chattopadhyay and Subhendu Samanta — as judges of the
Calcutta High Court. It has reiterated the names of advocates Shoba Annamma Eapen,
Sanjeetha Kalloor Arakkal and Aravinda Kumar Babu Thavarakkattil as judges of the
Kerala High Court and that of advocate Sachin Singh Rajput as the Chhattisgarh High
Court judge. It has approved for elevation advocate Dr. K. Manmadha Rao and judicial
officer B.S. Bhanumathi as judges of the Andhra Pradesh High Court.

INTERNATIONAL LAW NEWS
Abd-Al-Rahman case : ICC Appeals Chamber rejects the Defence’s jurisdictional
challenge
On 1st November 2021, the Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Court decided
unanimously to reject the appeal of Mr Ali Abd-Al-Rahman ("Ali Kushayb") against the
Pre-Trial Chamber II decision of 17 May 2021 on the Defence's jurisdictional challenge
(exception d'incompétence). The Appeals Chamber is composed of Judge Piotr
Hofmański, presiding in this appeal, who read a summary of the Judgment in an open
hearing, Judge Luz del Carmen Ibáñez Carranza, Judge Perrin de Brichambaut, Judge
Solomy Balungi Bossa and Judge Gocha Lordkipanidze. In rejecting the Defence's four
grounds of appeal, the Appeals Chamber highlighted, among other matters, that it found
no error in the reasons given by the Pre-Trial Chamber defining a "situation" before the
Court as defined in terms of temporal, territorial and in some cases personal parameters.
It also found that the non-funding by the United Nations of the activities of the Court
arising from a referral by the Security Council does not invalidate the UNSC resolution
1593 which referred the situation to the ICC. As for the alleged failure of the Pre-Trial
Chamber to take into account the lack of the Security Council logistical and security
support to the Court in Sudan, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Defence has not
demonstrated how this alleged error of law relates to the jurisdiction of the Court. Finally,
and referring to the principle of legality, nullum crimen sine lege, the Appeals Chamber
found that the referral of the Situation in Darfur, Sudan took place in the wake of serious
violations of human rights and humanitarian law that were criminalised under
international law at the time. The Appeals Chamber also found that the crimes under the
Statute were intended to be generally representative of the state of customary
international law when the Statute was drafted. This weighs heavily in favour of the
foreseeability of facing prosecution for such crimes even in relation to conduct occurring
in a State not party to the Statute. Judge Ibáñez expressed her separate views concerning
this ground of appeal and while agreeing with the outcome reached by the majority, she
considered that, in her view, the jurisdiction of the Court over the conduct in this case
pre-dates UNSC Resolution 1593, which only triggered the Court's jurisdiction and thus
there is no need to refer to any other sources of law.
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United Nations General Assembly and Security Council elect Ms Hilary
Charlesworth as Member of the Court
The General Assembly and the Security Council of the United Nations elected Ms Hilary
Charlesworth as a Member of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), on 5th . Of Australian
nationality, Ms Charlesworth succeeds the late Judge James Richard Crawford, who
passed away on 31 May 2021 (see press release No. 2021/17). Pursuant to Article 15 of
the Statute of the Court, Ms Charlesworth will hold office for the remainder of Mr.
Crawford’s term, which was due to expire on 5 February 2024.
ICC President presents annual report to United Nations General Assembly
On 10 November 2021, the President of the International Criminal Court (ICC), Judge
Piotr Hofmański, addressed the United Nations (UN) General Assembly to present the
Court's annual report, detailing its activities, ongoing cases, key judicial decisions and
reparations processes. President Hofmański began his remarks by expressing the Court's
gratitude to the UN for its "unwavering commitment" to the ICC as well as the wideranging assistance and cooperation provided on a reimbursable basis. Both organisations
have a "close, unique relationship" and share the common values of "peace, security, rule
of law and respect for human rights", the President recalled. The President also
underlined the Court's important role, as an "integral part of the international structure
for upholding the rule of law", in achieving UN Sustainable Development Goal 16. "The
ICC is a forward-looking institution, a structure of the rule of law built for the well-being
of current and future generations", he added.
Brazil initiates WTO dispute complaint against EU measures on poultry import
Brazil has requested WTO dispute consultations with the European Union regarding EU
measures impacting the importation of certain poultry meat preparations from Brazil.
The request was circulated to WTO members on 11 November. Brazil claims the
application by the EU of Salmonella food safety criteria on fresh poultry meat and certain
poultry meat preparations are inconsistent with provisions under the WTO's Agreement
on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) 1994.
COP26 keeps 1.5C goal alive and finalises Paris Agreement
On 13th November, 2021 the COP26 has concluded in Glasgow, Scotland with nearly 200
countries agreeing to the Glasgow Climate Pact to keep “1.5C” alive and finalise the
outstanding elements of the Paris Agreement. Climate negotiators ended two weeks of
intense talks which started on 31st October, 2021 with consensus on urgently
accelerating climate action. The Glasgow Climate Pact, combined with increased ambition
and action from countries, means that 1.5C remains in sight, but it will only be delivered
with concerted and immediate global efforts.
The Pact will speed up the pace of climate action. All countries agreed to revisit and
strengthen their current emissions targets to 2030, known as Nationally Determined
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Contributions (NDCs), in 2022. This will be combined with a yearly political roundtable
to consider a global progress report and a Leaders summit in 2023.
The Paris Rulebook, the guidelines for how the Paris Agreement is delivered, was also
completed after six years of discussions. This will allow for the full delivery of the
landmark accord, after agreement on a transparency process which will hold countries
to account as they deliver on their targets. This includes Article 6, which establishes a
robust framework for countries to exchange carbon credits through the UNFCCC. Also,
for the first time, heeding calls from civil society and countries most vulnerable to climate
impacts, the COP agreed action on phasing down fossil fuels.
COP decisions went further than ever before in recognising and addressing loss and
damage from the existing impacts of climate change. There were also commitments to
significantly increase financial support through the Adaptation Fund as developed
countries were urged to double their support to developing countries by 2025. The final
COP26 text follows two years of intense diplomacy and campaigning undertaken by the
UK Presidency to raise ambition and secure action from almost 200 countries. The work
focussed on driving short term reduction of emissions to limit temperature rises to 1.5C,
mobilising both public and private finance, and supporting communities to adapt to
climate impacts.
While on the world’s roads, the transition to zero emissions vehicles is gathering pace,
with some of the largest car manufacturers working together to make all new car sales
zero emission by 2040 and by 2035 in leading markets. Countries and cities are following
suit with ambitious petrol and diesel car phaseout dates. Current policies would leave us
on a path to a devastating temperature rise. But work done by independent experts
Climate Action Tracker show that with the full implementation of the fresh collective
commitments could hold temperature rise to 1.8C. Even with the action committed both
during and before COP26, communities around the world will continue to feel the impact
of our changing planet.
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